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Konnichiwa! 
 
I hope you all had a terrific summer and this message finds you in great spirits. 
 
This catalogue could very well be nicknamed the Seven Samurai.  On the pages that follow 
are seven highly collectible katanas dating back four years to five hundred and four years.   
 
Technically a katana is a sword with a cutting edge measuring 2-shaku (60.6cm or more).  
And only the Samurai were permitted to carry the katana in the Edo period.   
 
The katana thus became the emblem of the Samurai.  It stood for, and continues to stand for, 
a deep sense responsibility, of loyalty, and a commitment to balanced growth. 
 
In Shinto, the Shintai or ‘Body of Kami (spirit)’ can be found in a stone, tree, river, mountain 
or a human made object such a sword or a mirror.  A mirror reflects the light of the sun, 
which is revered as the highest divine power for the sensible reason that it is the source of all 
life on the planet. 
 
It’s vital that we self-reflect consistently, realizing our positive contributions are powerful.  
May the responsibility of Japanese sword ownership inspire us all to even greater heights. 
 
There are 115 pages in this catalogue, our biggest to date. We shared as much as we can 
because there is so much life in every one of these unique works of art.  I know in my heart 
that each sword will find a family that will cherish them.   
 
One katana that was particularly interesting to work on was the Yoshihiro katana.  This piece 
has some of the finest horimono (engraving) work one can hope to see on a Japanese sword.  
Thank you Eric Bossick for all the incredible photography. 
 
I’d also like to send out special congratulations to all clients who booked Private Meetings 
with us in at our studio office in Ebisu these past few months and became proud sword 
owners.  A high number of swords are claimed this way, before they make it to a catalogue.   
 
If you are flying into Tokyo and are serious about owning a genuine Japanese sword, contact 
us at service@uniquejapan.com as all meetings are by appointment only. 
 
Thank you to all who have joined our VIP email list, 
your interest and enthusiasm spurs me on!   
 
Feel the history and create your history.   
 
Warm regards,      

                      
 
Pablo Kuntz  
September 2015                                    

UJ has been featured in the STYLE section at 
CNN.com. A recently created Kanesada Daisho 
koshirae is taking center stage. Congrats Steve! 
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Index of Japanese Swords & Fittings 
  
ITEM#   SWORDSMITH & TYPE CM  CERTIFICATE  ERA / PERIOD   PRICE 
ujka145  A SHIZUHIRO KATANA 67.3 NTHK Yushusaku Kanbun (1661-1673) SOLD 
ujka153  A YOSHIMASA KATANA 75.2 Tokubetsu Hozon Kanbun (1661-1673) SOLD 
ujka155  A YOSHIHIRO KATANA 70.2 Koshu Tokubetsu Genroku (1688-1704) SOLD 
ujka156  A SUKEKUNI KATANA 69.6 NTHK Yushusaku Kanbun (1661-1673)    SOLD 
ujka161  A SHOHEI KATANA  83.4 N/A   Summer 2011  SOLD 
ujka163  A KANEHIDE KATANA 70.8 NTHK Kanteisho Circa WWII     SOLD 
ujka164  A SUKESADA KATANA 72.4 NTHK Kanteisho Dated March 1511    SOLD 
 

ALL PRICES ARE IN US DOLLARS 
 

To access previously sold swords in Catalogue 21, please copy and paste this link: 
http://tinyurl.com/uj-catalogue-21-sold 

 
 

To online visitors around the world… 
 
Welcome!  We completely respect the fact it takes a huge leap 
of personal faith in us to commit to a particular sword(s) 
given the reliance on photos and descriptions for such a 
highly valued item. 
 
It is our promise to address all your questions to the best of 
our ability.  It’s important to us that you feel completely 
confident that the sword you choose (and chooses you) is 
destined for your family to cherish and preserve. 
 
Please take reassurance that all swords from Unique Japan are 
guaranteed authentic and come with a 3-day worry free 
inspection period upon arrival to your home. 
 
We acquire swords on a regular basis and can source swords 
for collectors seeking a specific smith and/or school.   
 
Please inquire about our latest arrivals that may not be listed 
in the catalogue. 
 
Domo arigato! 
Pablo 
 
 
Photos taken by Eric Bossick for Unique Japan.   
All rights reserved. 
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item# ujka145         
  

A SHIZUHIRO KATANA 
signed, early edo period (kanbun era: 1661-1673) 
 
Swordsmith: Hizen no Kami SHIZUHIRO 
Location:  Iga province (Mie prefecture) 
Measurements: Length: 67.3cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.3cm     Moto-haba: 3.2cm 
Jihada:  Itame tsumu (tight wood grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Futome naka-suguha (wide straight line) 
Certificate #1: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a koshirae designated as Important by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Provenance:  This sword was owned by Mr. Yamamoto Toyoshirou, eighth rank 
Included:   Customs koshirae, shirasaya, brocade carry bags, sword stand, 
maintenance kit, DVD, booklet, all exportation paperwork from Japan, Yushuto Book  
             

SOLD 
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Iga, present-day western Mie prefecture, is a little known province surrounded by mountains 
that was for centuries innaccesible by road.   Iga became independent from its nominal feudal 
rulers and established a republic by the early Muromachi period (circa 15th century.  During 
this period, Iga came to be known as the birthplace of the ninja. 
 
Sword making skills came to Nabari city Iga by way way of Bungo province through 
brothers Shizutada and Shizumasa.  The great influence however comes from Kii province 
where Shizutada studied for years with the Kii Ishido School.   
 
Shizutada developed a dense and clear itame with excellent suguha that would become the 
archetype for future swords spanning a new school known as Iga Ishido. 
 
This katana by Hizen no Kami Shizuhiro is a rare sword.  Rare in the sense that swords by 
Shizuhiro are almost non-existent (in fact this very katana has been documented by Markus 
Sesko’s Nihon-Shinto-Shi), and rare for the fact that a previous owner of the sword chiseled 
his name and military rank on the backside of the nakago.   
 
Clients often ask us if we can state previous ownership of swords but we rarely know 
provenance.  This sword is a delightful exception. 
 
This katana was surely once carried in WWII.  Its length would perfectly fit a traditional 
gunto (military) koshirae.  The hamon is a skillfully crafted straight laser beam of suguha over 
a dense jigane.  Long bo-hi (grooves) were also added to lighten and strengthen the blade.   
 
The large tip (o-kissaki) draws inspiration from the huge tachi of the Nambokucho period.   
 
This katana was awarded the prestigious rank of NTHK-NPO Yushusaku – the highest level 
of honour at the non-profit sword preservation society.  It has been featured in the Yushuto 
Catalogue Book of Swords recently released by the NTHK-NPO.  A copy of the Yushuto 
book will be provided to the sword’s new owner. 
 
A beautiful and thoughtful custom koshirae was built for the sword that carries a theme of the 
revered horse and butterfly.  Further images and information follow.  
 

 
 
This katana has been documented in Markus Sesko’s book Nihon-Shinto-Shi (page 205) 
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item# ujka153         
 

A CHIKUZEN YOSHIMASA KATANA 
signed, early edo period (kanbun era: 1661-1673) 
 
Swordsmith: Chikuzen Ju Minamoto Nobukuni YOSHIMASA (2nd generation) 
Location:  Chikuzen province (Kyushu) 
Length:  75.2cm (ubu)   
Curvature:   1.8cm      
Moto-haba:   3.0cm 
Hamon:  Gunome Midare  
Jihada:  Koitame 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Jo-saku (ranked as a superior swordsmith)   
Included:  Shirasaya, sword fabric bag, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, 
printed care guide, registration and export paperwork, Yushuto Catalogue book 
 

SOLD 
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The ancestor of the Shinto-era Chikuzen Nobukuni School was Nobukuni Yoshisada who 
referred to himself as the 12th generation Nobukuni by way of Yamashiro province (Kyoto) 
to Chikuzen province.   
 
Chikuzen province has a long and distinguished history dating back to the Warrior Monks of 
the Kongobyoe School of the early Koto period.   
  
Yoshisada’s eldest son Yoshimasa was meant to succeed the school however his father 
“disinherited” him when he packed up his bags at the age of 26 to study the Bizen tradition 
of the Ichimonji School under Sukemune.   
 
Yoshisada was an adamant proponent of the Yamashiro and Soshu sword traditions, and 
clearly ‘no son of his’ was going to bring Bizen into the mix!  Succession thus went to his 
younger brothers Yoshimasa 2nd generation (maker of this katana) and Yoshitsugu.  
 
With a cutting edge of 75.2cm and a healthy mihaba, this is one seriously impressive katana.  
The hamon is a dazzling gunome-midare with a jihada that is exceptionally well-forged.  
 
Fujishiro ranks Yoshimasa as a Jo-saku (superior) smith.  And it’s easy to see why.  This is a 
Samurai sword of immense quality and collectibility.   The katana has deservedly achieved 
NTHK-NPO Yushusaku and NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon distinctions. 
 
This sword is currently in shirasaya only.  A custom koshirae project is highly recommended 
to personalize this sword for the family who will take over ownership responsibilities.   
 
Photos and information follow. 
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item# ujka155         
 

A HIZEN YOSHIHIRO KATANA 
signed, early edo period (genroku era: 1688-1704) 
 
Swordsmith: Hizen no Kuni Ju Ise Daijo Fujiwara YOSHIHIRO (2nd generation) 
Location:  Hizen province (Saga prefecture) 
Length:  69.9cm (ubu)   
Curvature:   1.2cm      
Moto-haba:   3.2cm 
Hamon:  Konie, gunome choji midare, kinsuji  
Jihada:  Koitame, chikei, and yubashiri 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Koshu Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword designated as Extraordinarly 
Precious by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword designated as Important by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #3,4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (tsuba and koshirae designated as Important by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Chu-Josaku (ranked as an above average swordsmith)   
Included:  Shirasaya, koshirae, sword fabric bags, sword stand, maintenance kit, 
DVD, printed care guide, registration and export paperwork 
 

SOLD 
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First generation and grandmaster Hizen Tadayoshi trained many top swordsmiths in his 
distinguished career.  One in particular was a smith by the name of Yoshihiro.   
 
Yoshihiro went on to establish his own school around the Joo era in approximately 1652. 
When his second son, succeeded him, he changed his name from Yoshisada to Yoshihiro and 
became known as the school’s second generation. 
 
It is said that a katana housed in a red saya (scabbard) is special - and very sharp.   
This exceptional sword keeps to this reputation.    
 
Measuring 69.9cm, this is a classic josun (standard length) katana produced by 2nd gen. 
Yoshihiro. A breathtaking mix of superior sword-making skills and horimono (engraving). 
 
The hamon is a complex mixture of gunome-choji midare and a rare dovetail pattern known as 
yahazuba (arrow notch).  Every time this sword is picked up, something new comes to light. 
 
The marvelously detailed engraving of Kanemaki-ryu Fudo Myou’s rope called Kensaku 
dominate both sides of the blade.  One can spend hours and hours (I have!) studying this 
sword.  The degree of craftsmanship is so impressive.  This is skill of the highest degree. 
 
Rope of Fudo-Myou and other guardian deities symbolizes the keeping at distance of 
enemies of the Buddhist teachings while catching of new believers.  
 
The purpose of the horimono meant to bring the owner of the sword spiritual protection. 

 
When researching, a fine sword was found by 
Hizen Tadayoshi (left) with engraving by the 
Umetada Myoju School nearly identical in nature. 
 
It is highly likely that the same school performed 
the horimono with such rich detail.   
 
Note the incredible detail of just the skin on the 
claws of the dragon!   
 
The rare blue Koshu Tokubetsu Kicho Token 
certificate of authenticity issued by the NBTHK in 
1975 deeming the sword to be Extraordinarily 
Precious accompanies the katana.   
 
Three more certificates from the NTHK-NPO are 
included for the fabulous koshirae with kiri design 
elements and a unique Echizen Kinai tsuba that 
depicts a traditional umbrella with snowflakes.  
 
Photos and information follow of this highly 
recommended Samurai sword. 
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item# ujka156         
 

A SUKEKUNI KATANA 
signed, early edo period (kanbun era: 1661-1673) 
 
Swordsmith: Bizen no Kami Minamoto SUKEKUNI (Settsu, Osaka) 
Length:  69.6cm Curvature: 1.7cm     Moto-haba: 3.1cm 
Hamon:  Yakidashi, dai-gunome midare, ashi, kinsen, sunagashi 
Jihada:  Koitame tsumu  
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword designated as Especially Precious by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword.  Vintage certificate in Showa 35, 1960.) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #3: Saitama Prefecture Juyo Token (A profound sword by the Saitama 
Prefecture for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #4,5,6: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (sword fittings, tsuba and fuchi-kashira designated 
as Important by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Chujo-saku (ranked as an above average swordsmith)  
Included:  Shirasaya, koshirae, sword fabric bags, sword stand, kit, etc. 
 

SOLD 
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The Osaka Ishido School is said to succeed the Bizen tradition into the Edo period from 
smiths like Katsumitsu, Munemitsu and Yoshitsugu.   
 
Another train of thought of the school’s origins names Sukenaga as the pioneer from the late 
Fukuoka-Ichimonji Sukemune lineage.  The name Ishido comes from the school’s vicinity to the 
Ishido temple in the Gamo district.  
 
First generation Yasuhiro, second son of Tameyasu trained the maker of this excellent katana  
Bizen Sukekuni from Settsu province, modern-day Osaka prefecture.  
 
Formally ranked as an above average swordsmith, this josun katana may very well be 
Sukekuni’s finest hour.  It is definitely a Jojo-saku creation - the dexterity of a highly superior 
smith.  It carries a surging dai-gunome hamon filled with sunagashi and kinsuji remincent of the 
skills of Toranba chief Sukehiro.  This is a wonderful sword with a joyous spirit. 
 
The sword is fully mounted with first-class fittings from the Edo period that features the 
imperial chrysanthemum on the menuki and terrific tsuba with rising phoenix from the 1600s.   
 
All of six (6) certificates of authenticity accompany this sword that includes NTHK-NPO 
Yushusaku and a rare Juyo certificate issued by the Saitama prefecture in 1977 (see below).   
 
This Sukekuni katana has been freshly polished to a very high standard.  It is a true pleasure 
to admire all the qualities this sword proudly holds.  Photos and information follow.  
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item# ujka161         
 

A SHOHEI KATANA 
signed and dated heisei 23 chuka (summer of 2011) 
 
Swordsmith: Seitan SHOHEI  
Location:  Saitama prefecture 
Length:  83.4cm (!)   
Curvature:   2.7cm   
Motohaba:  3.3cm 
Blade weight: 1.04kg 
Jihada:  Ko-itame and nagare-hada 
Hamon:  Gunome midare with sunagashi and kinsuji 
Included:  Custom koshirae, shirasaya, special sword box, sword fabric bags, 
sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, care guide, registration and export paperwork 
 

SOLD 

 
This incredible katana with a cutting edge of a whopping 83.4cm pays enormous tribute to 
the swords made during the warring Nambokucho period (1333-1392).  Swords made during 
this turbulent time were renowned for having an extremely long cutting edge.  As a matter of 
fact, this is the longest sword we have ever offered our clients at Unique Japan. 
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Modern swordsmith Shohei of the Miyairi School would have been about 40 years old when 
he made this sword in 2011.  He has a very promising career ahead of him as many of his 
swords have already achieved high levels of recognition and prizes.   
 
Two generations before him lived maestro Miyairi Shohei (below), a former Living National 
Treasure in Japan.  The school is known for their brilliant work in the Soshu tradition.   
 
Investment wise, this katana could very well become much more valuable in future as 
Shohei’s artistic reputation grows over time.  Note the incredible curvature on the sword, 
what magnificent shape this sword carries with grace and elegance. 
 
The beautiful ko-gunome hamon features sunagashi (sweeping sand) and kinsuji, dark shiny 
lines.  The steel is a well-forged ko-itame hada with nagare-hada flowing on the blade.  Notice 
how the mune (spine) features a flat roof, known as mitsu-mune, or three sides. 
 
The gorgeous koshirae has a saya made in Satsuma koshirae tradition.  The tsuba depicts 
cherry and plum blossoms in geometic patterns crafted by Shohei himself.   
 
The swordsmith, polisher and koshirae maker are all credited inside a custom made box that 
accompanies the sword as a form of authenticity.  As policy, the NBTHK and NTHK-NPO do 
not issue certificates of authenticity for smiths that are living.    
 
Photos and information follow.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Miyairi Shohei 
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item# ujka163         
 

A NAKATA KANEHIDE KATANA 
signed, middle showa era (circa wwii) 
 
Swordsmith: Noshu Ju KANEHIDE  
Location:  Saitama prefecture 
Length:  70.8cm (machi-okuri nakago)   
Curvature:   2.2cm   
Motohaba:  3.2cm 
Sakihaba:  2.1cm 
Jihada:  Ko-itame 
Hamon:  High yaki and gorgeous choji-midare 
Certificate #1: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword designated as Important by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a koshirae designated as Important by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Ranking:  Rikugun Jumei Tosho (certified swordsmith from Army headquarters of 
Japan during wartime) 
Included:  Koshirae, shirasaya, sword fabric bags, sword stand, maintenance kit, 
DVD, care guide, registration and export paperwork 
 

SOLD 
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Superstar gendai swordsmith Nakata Kanehide was born Isamu Nakata on August 24th 
1913 (Taisho 2) in Nagano prefecture.   
 
He apprenticed under 12th generation Kawashima Masahide for 8 years and then became the 
pupil of the smith Watanabe Kanenaga in Seki city, Gifu prefecture in 1937. 
 
Kanehide is said to have gifted a sword in 1943 to Hideki Tojo who was general of the 
Imperial Japanese Army, leader of the Imperial Rule Assistance Association and the 40th 
Prime Minister of Japan during much of World War II. 
 
After the WWII, Kanehide won numerous awards commencing in 1955 at Japanese Sword 
Fine Art Contests held by the NBTHK winning the Doryoku Award three times and the 
Nyusen Award eight times. 
 
He also was bestowed the honor of making swords for the Emperor and Empress Showa in 
1957.  Kanehide became an Important Intangible Cultural Asset of Seki city in 1976 and a 
year later the same honours of Gifu prefecture. 
 
This katana was likely crafted when he was Rikugun Jumei Tosho, a certified swordsmith 
from Army headquarters of Japan during wartime. 
 
The choji-midare hamon is absolutely stunning.  This is a sword that demonstrates all the 
greatness that one would expect from such a valiant emblem of 20th century Japan 
craftsmanship.    
 
The length and curvature would make it an ideal sword for someone practicing Iaido.  The 
koshirae is thoughtfully crafted, fits tightly, and adorned with nature-inspired fittings.   
 
NTHK-NPO Kanteisho certification that accompanies the sword attests to the fact traditional 
techniques were used to forge the katana.  There will also be an NTHK-NPO Kanteisho 
certificate for the koshirae fittings.   
 
Photos and information follow.  Below is a photo of the traditional brocade bag for the sword. 
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item# ujka164         
 

A SUKESADA KATANA 
signed & dated, muromachi period  
8th year of eisho, third month (march 1511, 504 years ago) 
 
Swordsmith: Bizen Osafune SUKESADA 
Location:  Bizen province (Okayama Prefecture) 
Length:  72.4cm (ubu)   
Curvature:   2.4cm      
Moto-haba:   3.0cm 
Jihada:  Koitame with midare utsuri  
Hamon:  Gunome midare with choji and ashi 
Certificate #1: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword designated as Important by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #2,3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (sword fittings and tsuba designated as Important 
by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:  Edo-period koshirae, shirasaya, sword fabric bags, sword stand, 
maintenance kit, DVD, printed care guide, registration and export paperwork from Japan 
 

SOLD 
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It’s always a treat to hold a sword that is dated within the Koto period (pre-1600).   
 
Behold a magnificent Bizen katana crafted by the celebrated Sukesada family dated over 500 
years ago to March 1511.  The late Muromachi period is a time of tumultuous fighting known 
as the Sengoku Jidai or Warring States Period.   
 
This is a long, classic Samurai sword with stories to tell. Energy radiates from this piece.   
 
Many fine Sukesada smiths worked during this exact period including Hikobei and 
Yosozaemon.  It is possible that one of these legendary smiths crafted this beautiful katana 
but it’s very difficult to state with certainty. 
   
The blade is fitted in a stunning set of koshirae with Higo style mounts and a gorgeous 
scabbard with a whirlpool design.   It is currently in an older polish, which is understandable 
given the history this sword has clearly seen.  My trusted advisors informed me that any 
more polishing would only hurt the sword.   Photos and information follow. 
 

 
 
We have a few new ‘floating’ acrylic stands at UJ (above), with the traditional wood stand below.  
It’s your choice as a complimentary sword stand is included with all sword investments.  
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Arigato! 
 
Thank you for downloading our catalogue.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords.    
 
Email us at service@uniquejapan.com 
 

 
 
 

Keep on tuggin’. 
 
 

uniquejapan.com 
 


